SECRET

ACTION
WH/C 8

FILE, VR, WH/C, MAR, CA/MM, CALO, 01/OPS, 01/WZ, FI/FI/INT

SECRET 2421/2Z CITE SAN JOSE 8908

JMWAVE INFO DIRECTOR

TYPIC AMCORE MHSPAWN

REFS:
A. JMWAVE 3741 (2) 274 24Oct 24321
B. DIRECTOR 46074

1. AMCORE-2 MET BY [COS] USING ALIAS LARRY NELSON ON 23 OCT. AMCORE-2 WISH NOT FOLLOWING REPORTED:

AMCORE-2 HAS RECEIVED BACKING OF PARTIDO LIBERACION

NACIONAL (PLN), OPPOSITION PARTY WHICH HAS CONTROL COSTA

RICA CONGRESS, TO PRESENT ANTI-TRI CONTINENTAL RESOLUTION

BEFORE LOCAL CONGRESS. ACCORDING TO AMCORE-2 HE HAS

ASSURANCES FROM PLN LEADERS THAT RESOLUTION WILL PASS

EASILY. IN SUBSTANCE RESOLUTION CALLS FOR PRES. TREJOS TO

SET MACHINERY IN MOTION FOR CONVOCATION MEETING OF OAS

REPS. PURPOSE OF MTG: A) EXPOSE RESOLUTIONS PASSED

DURING TRI CONTINENTAL MTG HABANA; B) PASSING OF RESOLU-

TION TO COUNTER HABANA MTG RESOLUTION. RESOLUTION SLATED

BE PRESENTED TO CONGRESS 25 OCT.

2. WILL ADVISE ANY SIGNIFICANT RESULTS.

3. WILL PASS MSG THAT A-2 NOT TO REPEAT NOBLES MSG. SECRET